NOTIFICATION

Subject: CONDUCT OF PARTWISE SSC EXAMINATION

Implementing the decision to hold partwise SSC examinations as intimated through Notification No.3-14/FBISE/RESH/96 dated 20 September 2007, Class-IX examination was successfully conducted earlier this year and, as a sequel, Class-X annual examination will be held in the year 2009 as per enclosed SSC Part-II Syllabus. The booklets already provided, vide FBISE's letter No.2-8/FBISE/RESH/269 dated 08-05-2006, may be consulted for supplementary information. It is reiterated that the style and pattern of the questions and the format of the question papers will remain unchanged and in conformity with the model papers already provided for the composite SSC examination with 33 per cent open choice in sections “B” and “C” combined, except for the papers of languages. However, Paper A and Paper B of English (Compulsory) and Urdu (Compulsory) shall become Paper-I and Paper-II for class IX and class X, respectively, with bifurcated contents of text and grammar. For these two subjects and those involving practicals, newly prepared model question papers have been given in the booklet forwarded herewith.
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